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"I think there needs to be a discussion about when the government should be able to gather information…The information…The sooner we modernize the laws the better.”~Bill Gates, March 8, 2016



How does the media influence policy?
• Agenda setting
• Issue framing



Agenda Setting
Consistent and prominent featuring of issues in the news to focus public attention on those issues and effectively “set” the public agenda.
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What’s driving public opinion on climate change?
• Extreme weather events?
• Public access to • Public access to scientific information?
• Media coverage?
• Advocacy efforts?
• Influence of political leaders?



Factors Measure
Extreme weather events NOAA’s Climate Extremes Index
Public access to scientific information number of climate change papers published in Science, major climate assessments (2007 IPCC report), and 

Climate Change Threat Index (CCTI): A compilation of 74 surveys consisting of 84,000 responses between 2002 and 2010 that asked respondents to rate their concern about climate change

assessments (2007 IPCC report), and articles in popular science magazines
Media coverage simple count of stories appearing on broadcast evening news shows and in several leading periodicals
Advocacy efforts “major environmental” and “conservative magazines”
Influence of political leaders congressional press releases, hearings, and votes on bills related to climate change also number of times Al Gore’s An Inconvenient Truth was mentioned in NYT





Public takes cues from:1) Political elites2) Media advocacy
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Media Responsibility
• Put important issues on the agenda
• Invite scientists to speak on issues related to science
• Properly frame the opposing position• Properly frame the opposing position
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